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ABSTRACT

Observation system for severe weather (SOS) is an integrating information system applied to severe system identification and forecasting. this system use meteorological satellite and

radar techniques. The precipitation nowcasting is very important for civil defense, air transit, power supply, and agriculture. The knowledge of convective system evolution is of

fundamental importance for understanding weather and climate, particularly in the tropics, and it is essential to improve forecasting of these systems to reduce vulnerability to extreme

weather damage. The identification of predictor parameters of the evolution of precipitation system, based on its previous evolution, could give valuable contribution to nowcasting

schemes. This work evaluate two techniques based on Forecasting and Tracking of the evolution of the Cloud Clusters (ForTraCC) system for rainfall in operation on Center for Weather

Forecast and Climate Studies (DSA/CPTEC/INPE) for precipitation nowcasting: Hydroestimator Tracking and Nowcaster (HydroTrack) and ForTraCC-RADAR (radar reflectivity). The

HydroTrack is using GOES channel 4 images. The ForTraCC-RADAR use radar reflectivity each 15 minutes. The results show this probability of detection (POD) is superior to 70%, in

both schemes. However, the skill decrease with prediction time (2 hour). The biggest error is associate to system position. But there are a good skill to area and rain rate prediction. The

evaluate this systems were used GOES and RADAR images (São Roque) above São Paulo during November (2008) to January (2009).

SOS - web page
Nowadays, SOS has seven satellite and three radar products for monitoring systems on the South America.

Satellite Products:

Precipitation Estimation (Hydroestimator), Precipitation Nowcasting (HydroTrack), Convective System Nowcasting 

(ForTraCC), Cloud Classification, Lightning probability, Lightning Detection, and Wind.

Radar Products:

Precipitation Nowcasting (ForTraCC-RADAR), Vertically Integrated Liquid Nowcasting (ForTraCC-VIL), and Severity 

Index.
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This technique was develop to obtain

the time evolution and the tracking of

the convective systems using a the

thresholds of 235 K.
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It use the vector the auto-correction based on

criterion of identification of the center of mass in

three successive images that are used to

estimate the prognostic vector. The forecast

model needs information about the growth/decay

trend. Therefore, it’s necessary to describe the

climatology of expansion/dissipation of the cloud

area as function of the rainfall system lifecycle.

It use the GOES-IR images to compute

real-time precipitation amounts based

on a power-law regression algorithm

(Vicente et al. 1998).
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PRECIPITATION TOOLS

The HydroTrack (Hydroestimator Tracking and

Nowcaster) is a precipitation nowcasting method,

using GOES channel 4 images, based on the

ForTraCC and the Hydroestimator. The ForTraCC

was adapted to assimilate the rainfall fields

contrary to brightness temperature.

ForTraCC-RADAR:

Forecast 30 min

Variação da área da estrutura de 20 dBZ em função do tempo de vida
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Based on ForTraCC for monitoring

structures of precipitation present

in the reflectivity fields. Using the

thresholds of 20 dBZ.
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